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Foldable, storable, moveable, enjoyable.

Good ideas polinate with Nestar.
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Nestar Collection - by Luxy R&D

Nestar Folding Practical and versitile, foldable and storable. 

Dimensions: 
Standard 23.75’’ W x 20.75’’ D (7.5” Closed) x 34.25’’ H
Seat Ht 17.75’’ | Arm Ht 26.75’’

w/Tablet Arm 23.75’’ W x 26.25’’ D (8.0” closed) x 34.25’’ H
Seat Ht 17.75’’ | Arm Ht 28.75’’

Frame: 

SEAT: padded with fire-retardant flexible cold-foamed poly-
urethane foam (density 50 kg/m3 ) with high-resistance steel 
insert.

FRAME: padded with fire-retardant flexible polyurethane foam 
with density 50 kg/m3 and high-resistance steel insert; black 
painted die-cast aluminum hinges. Arm caps always black.

CASTORS: self-braking rubber castors (35 mm dia) or black 
non-slip glides.

WRITING TABLET: black ABS surface, equipped with a ball 
joint anti-panic safety system. When the user rises out of the 
seat, the tablet automatically retracts out of the way. 

ORGANIZATION: alignment clips available on special order to 
organize multiple seats in orderly rows. Environmental Considerations: 

Nestar is produced in compliance with ISO 9001 and 14001 standards, recyclable after use.  

At Gordon we strive to incorporate best practices with regard to environmental sustainability.  
We encourage clients to reference our sustainability overview at: www.gordonisgood.com/sustainability.

Upholstery: 

A range of upholstery choices are available. Please see standard upholstery choices at 
the end of this brochure.

COM-COL: 

Please note there is a 10 pc minimum for COM-COL. Due to the complex technical 
nature of the upholstery process, all COM-COL must be pre-approved. Materials 
that are thick or rigid are not applicable.



Nestar Folding Chair 
 com col gr3 gr4 gr5 gr6 gr7 gr8 gr9

  1516 1668 1700 1791 1885 1975 2113 2250 2396

Luxy Program - see graded solution on ensuing pages
    A    B    C   D    K TOP

  1767 1911 1998 2359 2716 2596

Luxy Program consists of a range of upholstery options produced in Italy. Standard pricing 

for COM-Gr 9 is produced in the United States. All product ships fob New Jersey 07728.

6150ES Nestar
Executive w Casters

6150SM Nestar
Executive w Ped Feet

Nestar Collection - by Luxy R&D Pricing / Nestar - Foldable Seating

gordonisgood.com gordonisgood.com

Nestar chairs may be aligned 

with a link system.

Nestar Ganging Device

Nestar Folding Chair - with tablet arm
 com col gr3 gr4 gr5 gr6 gr7 gr8 gr9

 1598 1758 1782 1873 1967 2057 2195 2332 2478

Luxy Program - see graded solution on ensuing pages
    A    B    C   D    K TOP

  1891 2042 2120 2453 2840 2731

Luxy Program consists of a range of upholstery options produced in Italy. Standard pricing 

for COM-Gr 9 is produced in the United States. All product ships fob New Jersey 07728.

Nestar Chair with Tablet

Nestar Chair

Dolley Cart with locking casters, available as a stackable solution 

 List 

single 2151

double 3873 

Trolley for 9 Chairs
trolley can stack 2 high

Short Linking device - hooks at bottom of side panels
  list

 131

Gordon has two upholstery programs for Nestar. The standard options for Gordon, and a program for upholstery done by Luxy 
in Italy. For Luxy solutions, use the ‘Luxy by Gordon upholstery’ pdf found on the Nestar page of our website, and then find 
your model and grade level in the pricing above. Or, for minimum orders of 10 pcs, find standard Gordon COM/COL options, 
as well as the various ‘graded in’ programs we support. See our upholstery section under resources on our website for further 
general upholstery information.


